Abstract. Let (R, m, k) be an artinian Gorenstein ring with dim* m/m2 > 2. If PR denotes the Poincare-series and <f>Ä denotes the Bass-series of R, then <¡>K -(PR -l)x-\l -P'x2)' ' with R = A/0: m, see Proposition 1. With similar methods as in the proof of Proposition 1 we calculate the Poincaré-series of a certain class of local rings: Let (R, m, k) be a local ring, (ay) a »-1X n-matrix with entries in m, n > 3. Let xx.x" be elements in m and % the ideal generated by the maximal minors of (ay) and by 'S.jOijXj (i=\,...,n-\).
Pj} = S dim* Torf (k, M)X\ i>0
If M coincides with k we simply write PR instead of PR.
It is conjectured that P^ is a rational function. By a theorem of Gulliksen this problem can be reduced to the case M = k. In the present paper we use this result to derive a formula for the Bass-series <j>R = 2 dim* ExtiR(k,R)Xi, for a certain class of local rings.
Let (R, m, k) be an artinian Gorenstein ring with dim* m/m2 > 2. The socle 0: m of R is a /c-vector space of dimension 1. Let o £ 0: m, o ¥= 0, and If for instance 7? is an artinian complete intersection with dim* m/m = n, n > 1, then^
Since PR = (1 -X)'" [9, Theorem 6] the formula follows from Proposition 1.
To prove the proposition we need a second result.
Theorem 2 (Avramov-Levtn [6, Theorem 2.9]). With the assumptions and notations of Proposition 1 the following formula holds; Pfx = P^x -X2.
Gulliksen [3, Theorem 1] proved a similar result in the case that R is a complete intersection. Theorem 2 can also be found in [5, Satz 4.7] , however with some restrictive assumptions on the homology algebra of the Koszul complex of 7?.
Proof of Proposition 1. Let £ denote an injective hull of the residue class field k of R. We observe the following simple facts:
(i)<f* = 7>#. (4) and (5) the result follows. As a second application of Theorems 1 and 2 we show Theorem 3. Let (R, m) be a local ring, n > 3, (cty) a n -1 X n-matrix with entries in m; x,.x" elements in m, 31 the ideal generated by the maximal minors of(aiJ) and by 2, ctyXj (i = 1, . . ., n -1). 7/depth(3l) = n, then p*/*(X)((l -X)"'1 -X)(l + X)"= P*(X).
Proof. Since R/Ñ is a Cohen-Macaulay ring of dimension n2 -n, in fact it is even Gorenstein, see [4, §4, Example 3] , and dim A = 0, the sequence S is a regular Ä/ä-sequence and we get PA(X)(l + Xf~n = PR^(X). So it is sufficient to prove
Let x,, . . . , x" be the residue classes of Xx, . . ., X" in A. The socle of A is generated by o = x2n~4 (= x2n~4 for i E [2,. . ., n)). Let a, denote the element x¡x2n~6 then x¡a, = 8¡,a (8¡¡ Kronecker-delta).
Let K = A (Tx,. . ., Tn; dT¡ = x,) be the Koszul complex of A. We will now define a set of cycles in K, which represents a Â>basis for the maximal ideal H(K) of the homology algebra H(K).
Let us first consider indices / of the form / = (/" ..., /',) with 1 < /', < • • • < i¡ < n. We write ix, . . ., i¡ E I and |/| = : /. Let /, J be two such indices. By / C J we mean that /' E / implies /' E J. By / u J resp. / n / we denote the index (kx, . . . , ks), where [kx, . . ., ks) is the union resp. intersection of [ix, . . . , i,} and [jx, . . . ,jr), if / = (/" . . . , i,) and J = (j\, ■ ■ ■ ,jr)-For / = (/" ..., /,) andj = is for some 1 < s < /, 7, denotes the index (/,,..., is,..., i,) with is omitted. Ijr denotes (7,)r. Let I ^ (1,. .., n)
be an index; the complementary index CI is the index, so that / n CI =0
and I u CI = (1,.. ., n). The socle in 77(7v) is obviously generated by »«...,»y For every / E {1,..., n -1} the multiplication K¡ X Kn_¡ -» 7v" is a bilinear map and for "/> ü7> W£ ^ Kl anu< "/' */'> WL' ^ Ki-i one nas Since these equations are also valid modulo boundaries, the residue classes of u" Vj, and wL are linearly independent in H,(K) and since #({u" Vj, wL) n K¡) = dim H,(K), {u¡, Vj, wL) n K¡ represents a basis for H,(K).
Massey operations in the sense of Shamash [7, §4] 
So the problem to compute PA is reduced to compute PH. 
As the formulas ( * ) show, we have H = E IX M where E is the exterior algebra over k in (n -1) generators (the residue classes of u(2), ..., u(n)) of degree 1, and E is the reduction of E modulo its socle. Finally E IX M denotes the trivial extension of E by a module M. 
So we obtain P*(X, Y) = ZW(Y)P*(X, Y) + X~xy{pE(X, Y) -l),
by a slight generalisation to the graded case of Theorem 1. P**M(X, Y) = PE(X, Y)(\ -P*(X, Y)X)~\ (5) and by a generalisation of Theorem 2 to the graded case (PÉ(X,Y)) =(l -XY)"'1-X2Yn~x.
